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THE UNDERWELMING BENEFITS OF BIG DATA
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The cloud is a hodgepodge, and Paul Schwartz, in his rich Article, Information Privacy in the Cloud, tackles many different parts of the confusing combination, giving meaning to mush in his characteristically careful style. Consider his thoughts on the changes being wrought to information privacy law by the move to “networked intelligence in the cloud.” This expression refers, at least in part, to what others have been calling “Big Data,” the trendy moniker for powerful new forms of data analytics. Professor Schwartz weighs the benefits of Big Data techniques against the risks they pose to privacy. Better than some others, he takes care to point to the benefits that truly matter. Too many commentators have too often overstated the benefits of Big Data, inflating studies and praising the merely trivial.

If I do not acknowledge this near the outset, some will misinterpret or misrepresent the point of my Response, claiming falsely that I do not agree with the following patently true prediction: Big Data will lead to important benefits. Whether applied to crises in medicine, in climate, in food safety, or in some other arena, Big Data techniques will lead to significant, new, life-enhancing (even life-saving) benefits that we would be ill advised to
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electively forego. This prediction is both obvious and somewhat uninteresting. It flows from the definitional squishiness surrounding the phrase: “Big Data” has become nearly synonymous with “data analysis,” and data analysis is a lynchpin of modern science. To argue against Big Data is to argue against science. That is not my brief.

But some Big Data projects will also lead to bad outcomes, like invasions of privacy and hard-to-detect invidious discrimination. Big Data techniques can help governments spy on their citizens and criminals prey on their victims. As we worry about these negative consequences, and particularly as we consider whether we might forego or shape some forms of Big Data so as to limit their negative effects, we must weigh the associated costs and benefits. In doing so, we should scrutinize carefully claims that the benefits of Big Data outweigh the costs to individuals and society. Too often, when Big Data’s cheerleaders talk about its benefits, they blur the significant with the trivial, the important with the frivolous. Big Data’s benefits are real and important; we should give less attention to those benefits that are not.

Big Data’s touted benefits are often less significant than claimed and less necessary than assumed. Professor Schwartz, however, is not really guilty of overstating Big Data’s virtues. The benefits he touts focus in particular on “information-based forms of health research [that] have led to significant discoveries, the development of new therapies, and a remarkable improvement in health care and public health.” He cites sources that herald new discoveries resulting from advanced data analysis in the treatment of breast cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, and thrombosis. These benefits seem unimpeachably important, even if the specifics remain somewhat underdeveloped in Schwartz’s Article.

Consider in stark contrast a project Schwartz does not mention, but one that has often served as the poster child for the positive benefits of Big Data: Google Flu Trends. Flu Trends is a project that Google’s philanthropic arm,
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Google.org, launched in 2008. To test the theory that one might predict the parts of the world suffering from flu outbreaks by watching the symptoms people type into the Google search engine, Google gave its internal researchers access to its users’ search queries. It turns out the theory works, and Google reports that it can detect likely flu outbreaks a week or two faster than the physician-reporting surveillance efforts of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). To showcase the project, Google publishes an interactive website displaying maps that reveal flu outbreaks around the world, color coding cities, states, and nations according to the estimated prevalence of the virus, in hues ranging from reassuring greens to ominous reds. Almost nobody has anything bad to say about Flu Trends. It represents the triumph of Big Data over illness and potential death, abetted by pervasive surveillance.

But let us think about Flu Trends a bit more critically and balance its presumed benefits against its privacy-related costs. I am not saying that Flu Trends is an evil experiment that ought to be swept from the earth; I am saying only that we should not assume that it represents a major advance for human health without giving it much more critical scrutiny than it has received. Focus first on its costs to privacy. Here is the bill of particulars against Flu Trends: Google breached a wall of trust by dipping into its users’ private search data in ways that went beyond traditional and historically accepted uses for search query data, such as those uses relating to security, fraud detection, and search engine design. While Google’s users likely would have acquiesced had Google asked them to add “help avoid pandemics” or “save lives” to the list of accepted uses, they never had the chance for
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a public conversation. Instead, the privacy debate was held—if at all—within the walls of Google alone. By breaching the public’s trust, Google has expanded researchers’ ability to examine our search queries and given them a motive to focus in particular on some of the most sensitive information about us, our medical symptoms.

But why focus on costs to privacy, and why call for a public debate, if we all agree that the benefits of Flu Trends outweigh the probably slight costs to privacy? On the contrary, as far as I can tell—and I have spoken to Google employees who have not refuted this understanding—the project produced exactly two things: those pretty, color-coded maps on Google’s website, and a publication in the journal *Nature* for a few Google employees.13

People seem to assume that the color-coded maps provide a tangible benefit to public health—that somehow these charts and the data they represent can save lives. But because Google does not want to impinge too much on privacy, it aggregates its released results. A user can see the prevalence of the flu in the United States or Colorado or Denver, going back a few years, but cannot examine the data at the level of census block or ZIP code.14 This is very good for privacy, but how does this aggregated, limited release save lives? Who has created an app, therapy, or epidemiological study based on the colors on this map?15 Has a traveler ever avoided boarding a plane to a city on a distant coast because of the relative difference in the shading of the oranges between home and destination? The answer, I suspect, is that none of these positive results has occurred. Instead, the project’s primary mission is to market Google: we are reminded by a colorful map that Google is not evil.

I hope Google is doing more with the data behind the scenes, but I suspect it is not. As far as I know, it has not shared the data with the CDC on a much more granular basis.16 If it did, the project would impinge more, not less, on privacy, but at least this would provide a more worthy justification for the violation. If this type of data sharing is not occurring, it seems that
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Google’s data jocks are not using the data to save lives. Rather, they are merely flexing their analytic muscles, exploiting their privileged access to our secrets in order to win fancy publications.

At the very least, the fact that Google had a good idea for how to learn more about health by invading privacy a tiny bit—through breaching the boundaries of what Julie Cohen calls “semantic discontinuity”17—should give Google no claim of higher moral standing over companies, like DuckDuckGo, that promise to leave our privacy intact.18 It is wrong to reward a company for defying the privacy expectations of its users simply because it does so for a good cause.

Big Data’s proponents point to more than just Flu Trends to celebrate their cause. Omer Tene and Jules Polonetsky have written a pair of articles that urge a relaxation or reorientation of privacy law to help unleash Big Data, and these articles recite a series of Big Data’s triumphs.19 While some of their examples justly deserve celebration, others do not.

In addition to praising Flu Trends, Tene and Polonetsky commend another group of health researchers at Stanford who peeked at search query logs. These researchers discovered that two drugs, Paxil and Pravachol, interact in a previously unknown way, increasing blood glucose to diabetic levels.20 The researchers confirmed this result, in part, by noting that people who searched for the names of the two drugs tended also to search for symptoms like “headache” or “fatigue,” consistent with the “symptomatic footprint” of diabetes-inducing drugs.21 But as Tene and Polonetsky point out, the researchers developed their hypothesis through traditional methods, by searching an FDA database of adverse events, and used the novel privacy-invasive step only
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to support the hypothesis.\textsuperscript{22} Scientific confirmation is, of course, an important step, but it does change the weight we might give to the benefit of the research.

Rank ordering the supposed benefits of Big Data by decreasing significance, Tene and Polonetsky seem to understand the speciousness of some of the other benefits they herald. After summarizing the benefits related to medical research, they discuss the analysis of mobile phone records to better the lives of people living in slums in developing countries\textsuperscript{23} and the use of smart grids to monitor and control electricity usage, leading to better energy conservation.\textsuperscript{24} Both are important applications. From there, they begin to slide into much less significant territory, touting benefits that pale in comparison to medical research or benefits that might have been achieved without invading to such an extent the privacy of data subjects.

With Big Data, Tene and Polonetsky note, Wal-Mart can better manage its inventory, Amazon can sell a more tailored product, and payment card companies can detect fraud.\textsuperscript{25} These are important to the economy, to be sure, but they seem like the kind of benefits the market can provide through upfront exchange rather than over the objections of the users whose data is mined.

The point is that we need to be much more nuanced in analyzing what we gain in return for invasions of privacy. The benefits of Big Data are real, even if to date a bit unrealized, so we should focus on true benefits and stop talking about minimally interesting results. To help us shift our attention to Big Data's true benefits, consider the following rules of engagement, which distinguish between different classes of Big Data's benefits.

First, we should separate benefits built upon data sets that are full of information about people from those built upon data that has almost nothing to do with personal information, and thus almost nothing to do with personal privacy.\textsuperscript{26} Big Data techniques can unlock mysteries of manufacturing, climate change, financial markets, and cybersecurity without delving into data at the individual level. We should be mindful, however, that sometimes data that seems not to involve individuals will often reveal
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individual information through inference, a topic I have investigated in prior work.27

One potential benefit of this distinction is that it might help us direct researchers toward the kind of Big Data studies that do not threaten privacy. There are enough vitally important problems that we can solve in a manner consistent with individual privacy that it seems a shame that many researchers devote so much energy to privacy invasion.28

Second, we should recognize that many of the benefits we care most deeply about, including most medical research, originate in research institutions with an established track record of respecting personal privacy.29 For example, hospitals and other entities that hold electronic health records should collaborate with computer scientists to study their large datasets in order to come to new and better results.30 But they should do this within the ambit of responsible research; conducted by trained researchers; and subject to controls and protocols of trust and monitoring, most importantly those rules designed to protect data subjects, such as human subjects review and the Common Rule.31

But as medical research follows the lead of Google Flu Trends and begins to slip outside these traditional institutions and their concomitant safeguards, we should be concerned about the relative lack of controls. Particularly as more medical research is conducted by profit-driven companies—whether large corporations or small startups—we should worry about forcing the public to accept new risks to privacy with little countervailing benefit and none of the controls. The worst of all worlds would occur if
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medical researchers at non-profit institutions began to clamor for relaxed human subjects review in a race to the bottom to compete with their for-profit counterparts.

Third, we should distinguish between research that benefits the public and that which serves only narrow and private gain. Google Flu is less a public health success than a well-executed marketing campaign. This marketing creates not only a general public relations benefit for Google, but also gives Google and others an argument for why companies should be able to monitor behavior more often, store the corresponding data for longer periods of time, and analyze that data for purposes inconsistent with expectations.

This is not to say that only non-profit or public institutions can benefit the public good through Big Data, but it does mean that we should expect research produced by private institutions and built upon the private secrets of users to give something back to the public in exchange, perhaps in the form of new therapies or drugs. And in demanding meaningful returns for the public good, we should not confuse for science the kinds of daily trivia—blurbs and tweets and infographics—that ricochet around the web and die shortly thereafter. Too often, our internet culture does little more than titillate, producing “results” that allow us to feel like armchair scientists and social scientists when, in reality, we are doing little more than playing voyeur. Infographics are the best example of this phenomenon: infographics are the effluent of the information society, transmitting small, amusing facts about the human experience, but doing little else. If the only tangible benefit the public receives from research built upon the secrets of users is a series of infographics, then the harms of that research may well outweigh the gains.

Big Data is coming, like it or not. We have an opportunity to shape it, to ensure it operates for us, not on us. The coming debate over whether and how we might do this promises to be a vigorous one. Let us have that debate, in a frank and honest way, agreeing at the outset to focus only on what really matters.